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ABSTRACT

We introduce Caching Networks (CachingNets), a speech recogni-
tion network architecture capable of delivering faster, more accurate
decoding by leveraging common speech patterns. By explicitly in-
corporating select sentences unique to each user into the network’s
design, we show how to train the model as an extension of the pop-
ular sequence transducer architecture through a multitask learning
procedure. We further propose and experiment with different phrase
caching policies, which are effective for virtual voice-assistant (VA)
applications, to complement the architecture. Our results demon-
strate that by pivoting between different inference strategies on the
fly, CachingNets can deliver significant performance improvements.
Specifically, on an industrial-scale, VA ASR task, we observe up to
7.4% relative word error rate (WER) and 11% sentence error rate
(SER) improvements with accompanied latency gains.

Index Terms— automatic speech recognition, latency, stream-
ing, end-to-end, personalization

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems are becoming ever-
more incorporated into our daily lives and routines. In particular,
with smart phones, speakers and tablets seemingly always within
reach, there are more opportunities to interface with the technology.
As a result, for widespread adoption, these systems are required to
be reliable for the end user – driving the development of ASR mod-
eling approaches that not only yield high accuracy decoding but can
process audio signals in near-real time.

To that end, modern techniques have broadly focused on devel-
oping fully-neural, end-to-end architectures [1, 2, 3] to address con-
siderations such as predictive performance [4], footprint [5], latency
[6] and even model update cost [7]. These architectures are popular
because in addition to overcoming such constraints, they also of-
ten better integrate with modern hardware enabled on edge-devices
[6]. The recurrent neural network-transducer (RNN-T) [1], and its
sequence-transducer variants [8, 9, 10], is a favored choice by virtue
of its modeling capacity but largely due to its streaming function-
ality. The streaming capability, producing words as close to after
they are spoken as possible, is essential for delivering low-latency
responses from the VA, especially since ASR decoding is often just
the frontier of a cascaded VA workflow, where the decoded results
are forwarded to composite downstream systems, such as natural
language understanding [11, 12], entity resolution [13] and text-to-
speech models [14]. Thus, speedy and accurate decoding leads to
an overall responsive system which reacts to users’ requests with the
desired intent in a dependable manner.

The first two authors contributed equally.

In this work we focus on both accuracy and latency improve-
ments for VA ASR systems with an architecture enabled to dynam-
ically focus on select sentences. Predictive performance for ASR
models is most commonly measured in terms of WER and SER.
Latency, on the other hand, is a more nuanced concept. As study
[15] categorizes, user perceived latency (UPL), the time difference
between the end of the user’s speech and when ASR completes its
decoding, materializes in three forms: algorithmic latency, compute
latency and end pointing latency (EPL). Algorithmic latency, which
measures the duration of each audio chunk and any additional looka-
head frames required by the model, often underestimates true UPL.
Compute latency emerges from the inference complexity of the neu-
ral ASR model, typically measured by floating point operations, in
relation to the processing speed of the executing hardware. Many
approaches seek to address this cost by reducing the inference oper-
ations required [16, 17, 18, 19], but compute latency is a key driver
of UPL primarily when working within a significantly resource con-
strained setting. On the other hand, EPL, defined as the frame level
difference between when the end-of-speech token (<\s>) is emitted
in the finalized recognition result and when a user finishes speaking,
is invariably a consideration regardless of platform. Furthermore,
[15] suggests EPL, and token emission latency more broadly, will
typically be the dominant drivers of observed UPL. We adopt this
view here as well and use EPL as our approximation for UPL.

In this work, we design an open vocabulary speech recognition
architecture to deliver additional latency and accuracy benefits by
leveraging usage patterns of VA-type applications. The intuition of
our design is that while VA traffic forms a long tail distribution, most
utterances occur within the head – only a select set of utterances and
domains are responsible for a disproportionate share of traffic. These
phrases are common command-and-control type utterances, such as
‘turn off the tv’, but also include queries such as ‘how much time
is left on my timer’. Furthermore, in a user specific deconstruction,
the global long tail distribution is composed of many differing distri-
butions unique to each individual. For example, while the utterance
‘shuffle my classical music playlist’ may be considered a relatively
rare utterance in the global distribution, a particular person might di-
rect this to a VA each day, resulting in the designation as a head utter-
ance for that user. Additionally, use cases like Alexa Routines [20],
allowing users to set any series of actions to a customized phrasing,
e.g. when I say X do Y , further showcases that users have unique
common phrases to them but which are rare globally. With this moti-
vation, we present CachingNets, where we train an end-to-end neu-
ral ASR architecture which can pivot its inference procedure mid-
stream between traditional transducer-based beam search decoding
and multiclass classification on a focused subset of phrases, i.e. a
cache. This dual mode capability has the potential for improving
both WER and latency for ASR models. The accuracy improve-
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Fig. 1. The CachingNet architecture. Multitasking occurs on the representations produced by the audio encoder of a sequence-transducer
model. An augmented classification module uses the acoustic representations to match the utterance against a cache S of predefined tran-
scriptions. A caching policy is applied to strategically select which phrases populate the cache, and a cache encoder transforms S into a
representation E ingested by the classification module.

ment is driven by the simpler decoding on the cached common tran-
scriptions, while a latency improvement is achieved from reduced
processing when an early match is found. Our work also draws on
a strong, active line of research making end-to-end models robust
to the long tail through n-gram level contextualization and biasing
methods [6, 21, 22, 23, 24]; however, our aim is to operate over
whole sentences by transforming them into head distributions for
exploitation with alternate inference mechanics for improved speed
and accuracy. Our contributions include the CachingNets architec-
ture construction, applying central tenets of caching to strategically
select a focus set of sentences, and experimental results that demon-
strate the effectiveness of the approach.

2. A CACHING ASR ARCHITECTURE

At a high level, the CachingNet is implemented by multitasking an
augmented speech recognition model. For our design we leverage
the transducer-based architectures, namely RNN-T and its variants.
This architecture consists of three main components: the audio en-
coder F , prediction network G, and joint network J . F takes a
vector of pre-processed audio feature frames x1:t as input and re-
turns output henc

t for t ≤ T . G takes a vector embedding of pre-
vious non-blank wordpiece labels y1:m of the transcription and re-
turns intermediate output hdec

m for m ≤ M . Outputs from the en-
coder and decoder are passed to the joint network: J (henc

t , hdec
m ) =

Wvocabψ(Wench
enc
t +Wdech

dec
m ). The conditional output distribution

pt,m = P (ŷm+1|x1:t, y1:m) is obtained by applying a softmax to
the result of J .

The CachingNet design leverages the representations produced
by F for multitasking, funneling its output to both the traditional
joint network and a new component, the classification module. The
classification module C accepts streaming hidden representations
from F and treats decoding as a classification task at each frame
over a set S of N predefined, cached utterance transcripts. These
transcripts will be encoded and form the secondary, but fixed, input
of C.

2.1. Cache Encoder

Each classification output of the new augmented architecture is tied
to one of N predefined transcripts. We refer to this set of cached
utterances as the support set S = (u1 . . . uN ). The cache encoder E
serves the role of taking transcription strings constituting the support
set S and encoding them into a representation used in the architec-
ture’s classification module.

We apply a transformer [25] based encoder T to operate over
each transcription. We use a 6 transformer block encoder of 1024

dimension with 8 multi-headed attention (MHA) heads (each at size
128) and a 512 point-wise feed-forward hidden dimension. Input
sentences are tokenized with the same word-piece tokenizer used
for the RNN-T model and a standard embedding layer is learned
with positional encoding applied before the transformer blocks. The
outputs of the transformer encoder are average-pooled across tokens
producing a single 1024 representation ei for each entry ui in S.

E (S) = (Avrg (T (u1)) , . . . ,Avrg (T (uN )))
= (e1, . . . , eN )
= E

2.2. Classification Module

The classification module operates on the transcription representa-
tions computed by the cache encoder and the audio encoder output
vector henc

t . We use an MHA variation that we denote as a multi-
headed scoring mechanism (MHS), where similarity is computed be-
tween our query henc

t and keys E, but only scores are forwarded for
further processing without application to a value list. The operation
for a single head j is defined as:

scorej (E, henc
t ) = (Wqh

enc
t )
>
(WkE) ,

using simple dot-product attention as our scoring function. The
scores outputted by the NH heads are concatenated and passed
though a dense layer:

MHS(henc
t , E) = Wo [score1 · · · scoreNH ]

= MHSt.

The MHS result is concatenated with henc
t and fed through a final

accumulating LSTM to aggregate scores and smooth the predictions
over the sequence:

hcls
t = LSTM

(
[henc
t ;MHSt], hcls

t−1

)
.

Finally, the result is projected to dimensionN+1 and then a softmax
is taken:

C(henc
t , E) = Softmax

(
Wph

cls
t

)
= ct.

We interpret c(i)t as the conditional probability that the utterance’s
transcription y matches cached transcription ui at time frame t, i.e.
c
(i)
t = P (y = ui|x1:t, S) with c(N+1)

t = P (y /∈ S|x1:t, S).

2.3. Loss Function

Training the CachingNet architecture uses examples expressed as 4-
tuples: (x1:T , y1:M , S, z), where value z takes on the the class index



i if ui = y and N + 1 otherwise. We use two loss functions for the
multitask learning: LRNN-T, which is the sequence-transducer loss
using teacher forcing, andLcls for the caching classification task. We
combine these for the final loss function with scaling parameter λ
weighting the relative contributions constituting the combined loss.

L = LRNN-T (pT×M , y1:M ) + λLcls (c1:T , z)

We use λ = 1 and our implementation of Lcls is a length normalized
cross entropy loss across all timesteps.

Lcls (c1:T , z) = −
1

T

T∑
t=1

wt log c
(z)
t

where wt is a weighting function of the loss contribution of timestep
t.

While in principle, the classification outputs should be well cal-
ibrated upon convergence with c(i)t ≈ P (y = ui|x1:t, S) at each
timestep t using a constant weighting of wt = 1, an emphasis for
high precision classification where it is most required near the end
of the utterance is not accounted for. As a result, we consider a
weighting scheme to emphasize accuracy near the tail where the in-
ference decisions at runtime are more likely to occur. We propose
the following:

wt = (1− α) 1

1 + eγ(βT−t)
+ α,

which is a logistic weighting with minimum weight α, inflection
point at βT , and growth rate γ. Using this back-loaded weighting
scheme, we find the model training to be significantly more stable,
with faster, superior convergence as opposed to naive weighting. We
applied α = 1/32, β = 2/3, and γ = 1 with success but observe a
broad range of parameters are viable.

2.4. Inference

The CachingNet decoding operates in a dual-mode, conducting in-
ference from both the outputs of the transducer joint network and
classification module simultaneously. The audio encoder operates in
streaming mode (left-to-right) emitting per-frame acoustic embed-
dings. These representations are fed both to the classification mod-
ule and joint network for standard RNN-T beam search. The clas-
sification module makes running decisions on-the-fly. If the classi-
fication result reaches a saturated enough score (i.e. c(i)t ≥ θ for
chosen parameter θ) before end-of-utterance (<\s>) is emitted from
beam search decoding, the utterance transcript is recognized as ui
with high confidence and we short circuit RNN-T. Otherwise, RNN-
T beam search completes decoding as usual and the classification
result is discarded. 1 Note that just as RNN-T decoding terminates
when <\s> emission reaches critical threshold, so does the classifi-
cation module, except the classification termination is accompanied
with a full, prepopulated transcription.

3. CACHING POLICIES

One of the most important design choices of any system utilizing
a cache is that of the caching policy. The caching policy is the
strategy used to populate and evict entries from the cache. Typical

1Note that there is also an opportunity to adjust a hypothesis score from
the RNN-T beam if at the end of decoding the hypothesis happens to also be
in S but was not triggered first. We do not report results on this here.

caching policies are described in terms of their replacement mecha-
nism, where given a candidate entry, how does one decide whether
to include it in the cache, and if so, which existing entry to evict in
order to make space. Traditionally, the goal of a good policy yields a
high hit rate, i.e. the fraction of times a query is in the cache. Mean-
while we distinguish that for CachingNets, a good policy will be
one which maximizes the trigger rate of the classification module,
namely the fraction of utterances which belong to the cache and the
classification module identifies with high confidence before beam
search concludes. While we use the hit rate as a motivator for our
caching policies, it will serve only as an upper bound to the more
relevant trigger rate. We propose and experiment with four different
policies detailed below, each with their own merits.

3.1. Static Caching

In static caching we maintain a fixed set of N transcriptions in the
cache at all times. No entries are evicted or added to the cache. The
populated utterances are selected by the most frequently spoken sen-
tences calculated globally across all users and time horizons. While
static caching has a drawback in that it is not personalized to the user,
it does have the advantage that since it is fixed, each training exam-
ple references the exact same cache S. As a result, it avoids common
“zero shot” learning problems and potentially helps the model iden-
tify hits and misses with greater precision.

3.2. Least Recently Used

Least recently used (LRU) is an eviction policy for the cache, where
the entry which was least recently accessed is replaced by the new
entry when the cache becomes full. Commonly implemented with
some form of queue structure, for each user we maintain an individ-
ual queue of N transcripts. On a cache hit, we move that utterance
to the back of the queue. On a cache miss, we add the new utter-
ance to the back of the queue, while evicting the front-most entry
which at this point will be the least recently spoken sentence. For
our experiments, the cache is warmed (preset) for each user with the
top global utterances and as a result, the cache maintains a constant
size of N at all times. The policy is personalized, but lightweight,
requires no external storage and exploits recency effects – recently
spoken phrases have higher likelihoods of being repeated in the near
future.

3.3. Least Frequently Used

When additional memory or services are available, more sophisti-
cated caching strategies are possible. For instance, least frequently
used (LFU) is a basic strategy where over some time horizon for each
individual, we populate the cache with their most commonly spoken
sentences and discard those which are accessed the fewest number
of times. While LFU takes a more holistic, statistical approach to
populating the cache which avoids using space for rare but recent
sentences, LFU has the disadvantage of ignoring temporal aspects
of good caching (e.g. ‘play my christmas music playlist’ is highly
accessed but only relevant during one month of the year).

3.4. Ranking Based Approach

In order to bridge the gap between LRU and LFU policies, we also
propose a more sophisticated model based caching scheme where we
rank each user’s past utterances by a propensity score representing
the likelihood for near-future access. To accomplish this we build
a model that combines both temporal features and semantic context
based features. Training examples for our ranking model consist of
pairs of a current utterance coupled with a list of past user utterance



transcripts. The inputs to our ranking model is the concatenation of
two vectors representing each modality of a user’s unique past utter-
ances. The temporal content is encoded as a d-dimensional counting
vector where component d is the number of times the utterance was
spoken d days in the past relative to the current date. For our experi-
ments d = 365 representing a full year into the past. We use the 768
dimension BERT embeddings [26] to encode the semantic content
of each past transcription. The temporal and BERT embeddings are
then concetenated for each transcription under consideration.

We use a transformer-like encoder over the sequence of up to
K = 1000 of a user’s past utterances within the last year using
frequency as a tie breaker. We feed these K vectors through a series
of 4 transformer blocks of dimension 512, with four heads and 512
feed-forward hidden units. Note we do not apply positional coding
before these transformer layers. The output for each of the K inputs
is then projected with a dense layer to a single scalar and sent through
a sigmoid activation. We use a binary cross entropy loss across allK
propensity scores where the target class is 1 if and only if the current
utterance is a match with that past transcription. At runtime we use
the model to rank the K past unique utterances. We then populate
the cache of the top N utterances with the highest propensities.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We investigate the model performance of the CachingNet architec-
ture on a production VA ASR task. The training dataset consists
of 100k hours of transcribed audio data of de-identified, far-field,
multi-locale English (e.g. en-US, en-IN, etc.) utterances across
common domains such as Music, Home Automation, and Notifica-
tions. The dataset also includes related historical transcriptions over
a 12-month period which are used as input for the caching policy.
For scaling purposes, we use a semi-supervised approach to gather
historical transcriptions using a large production ASR system with
second pass LM scoring, contextual labeling procedures and other
post-ASR processing steps where rewrites are applied.

Audio features are sampled at 16 kHz and extracted using log-
Filterbank Energies (LFBE) with 64 dimensions. Feature frames are
downsampled by a factor of 3 and stacked with a stride size of 2 to
produce each input frame. Our baseline model is a traditional RNN-
T similar to the configurations of [17, 19] built with five LSTM en-
coder layers with 1024 units per layer, two LSTM decoder layers
with 1024 units, and a single layer joint network with input projec-
tions of size 512. We use a vocabulary of 2.5k word-pieces generated
by extracting the most frequent subword units (plus a blank symbol)
and decode with a beam size of 16. We also build a baseline with
FastEmit [27] regularization with constant 0.005 which very effec-
tively encourages early emission of tokens. Our CachingNet models
are built with the four policies of Static, LRU, LFU, and Ranking
with a cache size of N = 100, critical threshold θ = 0.95, and
also include FastEmit regularization. The ranking model is trained
first using the historical transcription data alone before using it to
train the end-to-end CachingNet. Our models are trained until con-
vergence using the Adam optimizer.

For each model, we record the WER, SER relative to the Base-
line error rates.2 For CachingNets we record the hit rate and trig-
ger rate as described in Section 3. We also record the accuracy of
the classification module for those utterances where it triggered. Fi-
nally, we measure the average EPL, the difference between when
decoding completes and the last word is spoken by the user given by

2Due to internal company policy, we are not permitted to give absolute
WER numbers, but we can state our baselines are below 7.5% WER and
15% SER absolute.

Model WER
(rel%)

SER
(rel%)

Hits
(%)

Trig.
(%)

Acc.
(%)

EPL
(ms)

Baseline – – NA NA NA +69.6
FastEmit -1.73 +0.68 NA NA NA +14.5
Static -3.46 -5.48 46.5 40.2 95.5 -63.97
LRU -5.71 -6.16 69.9 51.3 96.7 -98.36
LFU -7.37 -10.3 73.2 51.9 96.3 -97.81
Ranking -7.44 -11.0 75.3 49.6 96.5 -85.26

Table 1. Predictive performance and latency measures for baseline
transducer and CachingNet models. WER and SER are relative to
the Baseline, and all other measures are in absolute terms.

θ
WER
(rel%)

SER
(rel%)

Hits
(%)

Trig.
(%)

Acc.
(%)

EPL
(ms)

0.80 3.46 -3.42 69.9 63.4 90.4 -146.1
0.90 -1.38 -5.48 69.9 56.9 93.9 -118.7
0.95 -5.71 -6.16 69.9 51.3 96.7 -98.36
0.975 -8.13 -7.53 69.9 46.3 97.3 -79.67
0.99 -7.44 -4.79 69.9 11.6 99.2 -1.186

Table 2. LRU CachingNet performance metrics with varying param-
eter θ.

forced alignment. Table 1 summarizes these results. One observes
that the CachingNet models show significant improvements in WER
and especially in SER. One also sees that while caching policies can
yield a wide hit rate range between 40% and 75%, the trigger ratio
deviates far less. The static policy has the smallest gap between hit
and trigger rates but the personalized caching trigger rates all hover
near 50%. So even though the more sophisticated policies increase
the hit rate, they do not necessarily correspond to a proportionally
higher trigger rate. Furthermore, we observe that CachinNets are
able to frontrun the RNN-T decoding and deliver significant latency
gains, averaging over 75ms improvements. See Figure 2 for token
emission sequences of an utterance compared to the caching clas-
sification probabilities. Table 2 shows the effects of altering θ and
its impacts on predictive performance, trigger rates and EPL. Unsur-
prisingly, as θ increases, the trigger rates drop while EPL and accu-
racy increase with favorable operating points near 0.95 and 0.975.

Fig. 2. Decoding emissions of an utterance for RNN-T 1-best base-
lines and CachingNet probability produced at each frame. See that
the probability crosses θ before <\s> emission.

5. CONCLUSION
By applying different transcription caching policies, we show that
the CachingNets architecture and its inference procedure can achieve
significant WER and SER improvements over baselines with accom-
panying latency gains by leveraging user specific common utterances
In future work, we would like to see new model-based policies de-
signed to close the gap between cache hit and trigger rates and ad-
vanced strategies for choosing alternative cache capacities.
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